NOW AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL...

**FLEXTRAIN** MOBILE TRAINING SYSTEM
FULLY INSTRUMENTED LIVE TRAINING RANGE SERVICES – SCALED & PRICED TO FIT BUDGETS

UNIQUE CAPABILITIES

**REAL TIME EXERCISE MONITORING**

**REALISTIC BATTLEFIELD EFFECTS/BATTLEFIELD IMMERSION PACKAGES**

**3D PRESENTATION CAPABILITY FOR TOTAL SITUATIONAL AWARENESS**

**SYNCHRONIZED 2D, 3D, VIDEO, AND TACTICAL VOICE DATA FOR INSTRUMENTED AFTER ACTION REVIEWS**

... WITH FULL "TURN-KEY" SERVICES
SRI International has the only field-proven mobile training “range-in-a-box” that can be delivered to any military or homeland defense training area. This GPS-based 3,000-player system is fully self-sufficient and can be configured and operated without tapping user power or communications resources. Support can be scaled to meet client needs and budgets. We turn a “dirt range” as large as 30 km x 60 km into a simulated battlefield leaving users free to concentrate on training objectives while SRI provides full range support including administrative VHF communications.

**FlexTrain RENTAL RANGE SETUP AT FORT MCCOY, WI (2010)**

**Exercise Support**
- Battery Service Trailer (BST)
- Field Support Trailer (FST)
- Instrumentation Warehouse
- Mobile After Action Review Centers (MAARCs)

**SRI Base**
- Tactical Analysis Center (TAC)
- Video Take-Home Package (VTHP)
- Comms Trailer
- Network Operations Center (NOC)
- Administration
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Bringing the Capability of a National Training Center to Home Station Ranges
SRI provides complete turnkey resource packages for successful training and exercise events. Our capabilities range from the Exercise Support Cell (ESC) planning function, to preparation of the exercise site, to delivery and set up of the Instrumentation and Communications infrastructure (up to 30 km x 60 km exercise area) to recovery and removal of the equipment. We also provide non-pyrotechnic realistic battlefield effects, battlefield immersion including wardrobe, set dressing, non-tactical vehicles, and moulage. Our rotational logistics capabilities assure all exercise events occur on time as planned and are fully resourced.

Components of the 3,000-player FlexTrain Mobile Training System are listed and illustrated below.
Why Rent a “Range-in-a-Box”? 

Because of our experience and success in providing instrumented live-training capabilities and services to military and homeland security clients since 1995, SRI has developed a version of its FlexTrain instrumentation system that is available to any user on a rental basis.

Top 10 reasons for renting this field-proven and participant endorsed capability:

1. Available now for today’s training challenges
2. Conducted at your location
3. No up-front investment or depot-level sustainment costs
4. Lowest-cost option for live-immersive training
5. Pay only for what you use
6. Scalable by mission type from single shooter homeland defense exercise to a 3,000-player combat readiness exercise or special operations mission rehearsal
7. Self-sufficient; no host base support services required
8. You specify training objectives and we provide the “realism” that turns a dirt range into a replica of your intended operating area
9. Full visual replay immediately after exercise completion that fortifies lessons learned using 2D, 3D, video, and tactical audio
10. Lauded by users as “best training ever”

Pick and Choose Capabilities that Meet Your Training Requirements

- Packages customized to integrate constructive and virtual capabilities with "live" participants; GPS tracking of military and civilian participants and military/first responder/civilian vehicles; helicopter tracking and geo and laser shot pairings; voice/data communications networks over a 30 km x 60 km area; customized play-box terrain with photo-realistic structures; recording of tactical communications and synchronization of voice, video, and simulation data for 2D/3D After Action Reviews

- Complete field support including exercise venue surveys and planning, transportation of equipment to the exercise venue; on-site power generation; re-charging of instrumentation unit batteries; tents/trailer placement for AARs and support functions; portable restroom facilities and consumables such as fuel and water

- "Tabletop" capability for leader training and multiple agency interaction training
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